
Management 382-001 – Principles of Management 
Fall 2013 

 
Location: Shaw-Smyser 111 
Course Dates: 9/25/13-12/6/13 
Time: MW 1pm-3:10pm 
Texts:  
-Understanding Management (Daft/Marcic) 
-The Handbook: A Practical Guide for 
Managers (Avey) 

Instructor: Chase Thiel 
Office: Shaw-Smyser 335 
Office Hours: MW 11:30am-12:30pm 
Phone (O): (509) 963-1042 
Email: chasethiel@gmail.com 
 

 
Course Description  
This course is designed as an introductory course to management concepts and principles. As such, a 
broad overview of management topics is undertaken. The course is organized by the POLC (Planning, 
Organizing, Leading, & Controlling) framework, which comes from the core functions of management. 
Under this framework, topics such as goal-setting, strategizing, decision-making, global management, 
organizational structure, organizational design, leadership, motivation, individual differences, human 
resource management, and groups and teams are examined. Students are made aware of basic 
management responsibilities and considerations, and encouraged to think from the managerial 
perspective.  
 
Objectives 
The course is designed to meet the following objectives: 1) facilitate students’ understanding of basic 
management theory, concepts, and principles, 2) encourage students to think critically about managerial 
issues, 3) help students recognize the cross-application of managerial skills, 4) facilitate recognition of 
management theory and principles in current events, and 5) help students develop an appreciation for 
management principles.  
 
Methods 
Lecture is the primary teaching method in the course, but case and group discussion methods are also 
used. Several videos, popular-press articles, and newspaper articles are incorporated into lectures and 
discussions as supplements to the assigned texts. Students should be comfortable interacting in groups 
and presenting information in front of their peers.  
 
Classroom Expectations/Standards 
To be competitive in the business world, one must understand professional conduct. I impose classroom 
standards that reflect rules of professional conduct. Moreover, these standards ensure that everyone has an 
opportunity to do their very best in this course. 

1) Read the assigned text BEFORE you come to class 
2) Participate in class discussions and activities (your peers are counting on you) 
3) Turn things in on time – or it won’t count for as much 
4) Don’t informally complain (if you need to voice a concern, come and see me) 
5) Be courteous in speech to me and your peers 
6) Don’t cheat – it’s not a long-term solution 
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7) No texting! – it’s so disrespectful 
8) Don’t enter late or leave early regularly – be punctual! 
9) Don’t distract others – which means no laptops in someone else’s view or talking to neighbors 

 
A few additional rules apply during exams: 

1) If space allows, sit away from other students 
2) Nothing on the desk other than test forms 
3) No exiting and returning to the classroom (go to the bathroom ahead of time) 
4) No leading questions 

 
Students’ experience and learning in this course are based on two components. The first is my preparation 
as an instructor. My preparation is reflected in the quality assignments, tests, and lecture content. The 
second component is the students effort, which is reflected in his/her grades. Students who give a diligent 
effort – which includes making an honest effort to understand things that seem abstract or difficult – are 
usually successful in this course. Rarely do I have a student who does this and doesn’t do well in the 
course. 
 
Readings 
Required: Students are required to have a copy of The Handbook: A Practical Guide for Managers by 
Avey and colleagues, which is a guide for management problems. This is the only required text that must 
be purchased. I require reading of several Harvard Business Review articles. These are free to students 
and found on the course management page on Canvas.  
 
Students should have a copy of Understanding Management in its current version (8th ed.) by Daft and 
Marcic (ISBN: 1-111-58024-3) or an older version. This text is listed as optional on the registration page 
because an older version of e-version of the text is an option.  
 
Optional: It is a good idea to have daily access to the Wall Street Journal. If students are serious about 
contextualizing their business education, then they should know what is happening in the business world. 
One really effective way of doing so is reading business-oriented journals and newspapers. I am able to 
get my students a significantly discounted subscription of the WSJ.  
 
Deliverables 

• Quizzes – 100 points 
Five non-cumulative quizzes – intended to encourage interval learning – are administered 
throughout the course. The quizzes are primarily comprised of multiple-choice format questions, 
but may also include fill-in-the-blank and true/false questions. Each quiz is worth 20 points for a 
total of 100 points across all quizzes. Quizzes are untimed and administered via the course 
management page (Canvas).  
 

• In-Class Activities – 50 points 
Several in-class activities are assigned throughout the quarter to enhance the learning experience. 
These activities reinforce subject principles through “hands-on” application. They also teach 
students how to think critically about management. Each activity carries a point value, which is 
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recorded through attendance on the day it was assigned, but the exact value depends on the total 
number of activities.  
 

• Management in the News – 25 points 
Approximately each week students identify one journalistic article over a management issue in a 
reputable business-oriented news source (e.g. Wall Street Journal) and write a short summary. 
The article should cover an issue relevant to the topic covered the previous week in the course. 
The summary should clearly specify how the article is relevant to the topic, what the article was 
about, and a couple insights about the topic that were revealed by reading the article. Please 
include the title and location of the article in the summary. The paper should be written in 12-
point Times New Roman format, have 1-inch margins all-around and be at least ½ page in length. 
Headers are not considered part of the ½ page length. Each paper is worth 5 points.  
 

• Chapter Reviews – 25 points 
Students choose a maximum of 6 chapters from the “The Handbook: A Practical Guide for New 
Managers” text and complete the chapter review questions. These are due at the end of the quarter 
and worth 5 points each.  Full credit is given only when responses are clear and complete.  

 
• Contemporary Problem Group Project – 150 points 

Weekly reading over the quarter in professional news outlets exposes students to several 
contemporary problems – obstacles or concerns – facing businesses. Managers are uniquely 
positioned to propose solutions to these problems and are those required to do so. To encourage 
critical thinking and learning-in-action, students, working in groups of 3 or 4, identify a 
significant problem facing businesses today and propose an elaborate solution to this problem. 
They prepare a final written report on their analysis and recommended solution, as well as an oral 
presentation that is completed in front of their class members.  
 
The problem must be uniquely contemporary – a generic, vague problem faced by businesses for 
centuries (e.g. globalization puts production and cost reduction pressures on business) is not 
appropriate. Remember that a problem, not an issue, is the focus of the paper, so topics like “how 
to motivate employees” or “how to cultivate corporate social responsibility” are not appropriate.  
 
There are two parts to the project: 1) analysis of contemporary problem, and 2) recommendation 
of solution. Students first identify and scrupulously analyze the problem, and the implication it 
has for businesses today. Groups should consider why the problem is being faced by businesses 
today and what the consequences for business are if left unsolved. The following outline can be 
applied to this step: 1) description of the problem, 2) how the problem originated, and 3) 
consequences of the problem if left unsolved. 
 
Following an in-depth analysis, groups propose an elaborate managerial solution to the problem. 
The solution should be both comprehensive and pragmatic, as it is from the managerial 
perspective. Solutions that are generic or not outlined are not adequate. Groups must determine 
what the solution is and how it would be implemented in an organization by a manager (i.e. 
specific steps, needs, concerns, and people involved). The following outline can applied to this 
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step: 1) description of the solution, 2) which level of management should implement the problem, 
3) solution process, and 4) expected outcomes.  
 
Both the analysis and the recommendation should be logical – intuitive and reasonable 
considering what we know about management. While references are not required, it is a good 
idea to use management theory or research as a basis for the analysis and recommendation. My 
primary concerns are that the problem well defined and contemporary and that the solution 
logically fits the problem. One way I judge this is to look at whether groups make mention of 
how the solution accounts for potential consequences to the problem.  
 
Written Report (100 points) 
Groups complete a 5 page paper in which they describe their analysis and recommendation.  
This paper should be a minimum of 5 pages in length, in times new roman 12-point font, double-
spaced and with 1-inch margins all around. It is worth 100 points. APA format should be applied. 
A title page is required, but doesn’t count toward the page total. If references or citations are 
included, please also include a reference section.  
 
Report grades are assigned using two overarching criterion: substance and grammar. More weight 
is given to substance, but grammar is very important and often the difference between a B paper 
and an A paper. Regarding grammar, I essentially take off a point for every error. Substance is 
much harder to grade. As the instructor I make a subjective judgment of the substantive quality of 
one’s paper.  My judgment is, however, grounded in experience and knowledge. To guide my 
grading of substance on this assignment, I use the following rating form:    
 

1) Elegance 2) Detail 3) Logic 
A – The paper flows 
extremely well; no 
redundancies; points are made 
succinctly; the paper has no 
content gaps; language use is 
excellent 

A – Rich and focused detail; 
the focus, purpose, and 
conclusion of the paper are all 
very clear; when evidence or 
examples provided, they are 
clear and appropriate; 
specificity is given when 
appropriate 

A – Contemporary and 
criticality elements of problem 
well defended (why is the 
problem contemporary and 
why is the problem critical); 
solution is substantiated 
perfectly with references; 
connection between solution 
and problem is well-articulated 

B – The paper flows well; few 
redundancies; points are made 
succinctly; the paper has few 
content gaps; language use is 
adequate 

B – Adequate detail in analysis 
or recommendation sections, 
but at times clarity is 
compromised by lack of detail 
in the right places; the paper is 
specific at times, but too 
general when more specificity 
required 

B – Contemporary and 
criticality elements of the 
problem defended, although 
sometimes poorly, but an 
attempt was made; solution is 
somewhat substantiated; 
appropriate references are 
used, but the rationale for their 
use is not well articulated or 
incorrect; connection between 
solution and problem is not 
well-articulated 

C – The paper has an C – Paper is written very C – The solution the paper are 
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awkward flow; language use 
is poor; several content gaps; 
several redundancies; 
superfluous content 

generally and with poor detail; 
the paper is hard to understand 
because clarity is undermined 
by a lack of detail 

poorly substantiated (the 
evidence is poor and 
statements that require 
articulation are not); poor 
linkage between solution and 
problem; contemporary and 
criticality elements of problem 
not defended 

D – The paper is almost 
unreadable; language use is 
completely inappropriate; the 
paper has no flow and is 
fraught with content errors; 
redundancies are stark 

D – The content of the paper is 
off-topic and scattered; only 
general statements are made.   

D – The lack of supporting 
evidence and logic is stark (no 
references, zero rationale) or 
the student did not propose a 
problem or solution  

F – The paper is unacceptable 
concerning this criteria;  

F - The paper is unacceptable 
concerning this criteria 

F - The paper is unacceptable 
concerning this criteria; 

 
 
4) Problem Quality 5) Solution Quality 
A – Problem is well developed (fully 
articulated and adequate detail); problem is a 
contemporary issue; only one problem is 
addressed; problem is critical in nature; 
problem is creative and descriptive 

A – Solution is feasible; solution is well 
articulated; solution is appropriate given the 
defined problem; solution is very creative  

B - Problem is developed (somewhat 
articulated and some detail); problem is a 
contemporary issue, although the rationale is 
not given; only one problem is addressed; 
problem is important; problem is not very 
creative 

B - Solution is somewhat feasible; solution is 
somewhat articulated, but is difficult at times 
to see connection between solution and 
management acts; solution is appropriate given 
the defined problem; solution is somewhat 
creative, but vague at times 

C – The problem is not well developed; 
problem is not a contemporary issue; the 
problem is not creative at all, very vague and 
lacking description 

C – Solution is low on feasibility; solution is 
not well articulated, or multiple, unrelated 
solutions proposed; solution is not appropriate 
given the defined problem; solution is not 
creative at all.  

D – A problem is not proposed or too many 
problems proposed to fulfill paper’s purpose 

D – A solution is not proposed 

F - The paper is unacceptable concerning this 
criteria; 

F - The paper is unacceptable concerning this 
criteria; 

 
As there are five categories, I weight each one 20% of the total grade. An A for any category is 
weighted 1.0, a B = .89, a C = .79, a D = .69, and an F = 0. Thus, more weight is given for 
superior and inferior performance. Once a substance grade is calculated, I then deduct points for 
grammatical errors.  
 
Oral Presentation (50 points) 
All members contributing equally, groups prepare a 12 minute presentation over their efforts. 
Groups may prepare the presentation to their preference, but all areas of the recommended paper 
outline should be represented in the presentation. Presentations are graded using the following 
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equally-weighted rating criteria: 1) clarity 2) professionalism, 3) coverage, 4) conciseness, and 5) 
slide quality.  
 

• Exams – 215 points 
Two exams are administered during the course – a midterm and a final. The Midterm is worth 
105 points and the final 110. They both consist of a combination of fill-in-the-blank, short 
answer, and essay questions. The exact structure is announced prior to the exam. Students have an 
entire class period (2hrs & 10min) to complete the exam. The final is not cumulative.  
Note: Students should let me know at the beginning of the course if they qualify for special 
accommodations. I cannot guarantee accommodation a few days before an exam. 
Note: I do not establish a class curve, but “throw” out exam questions for which less than 35% of 
the class gets correct. Additionally, if no one gets at least ½ credit for a short answer or essay 
question I “throw” it out too.  

 
Late Work Policy 
Late work is not readily accepted in private or public organizations, nor is it here. I expect work to be 
turned in before the assigned due dates and times. If they are not, the following penalty framework is 
applied: 

• > 1 minute, < 1 hour late = 10% automatic grade deduction 
• > 1 hour, < 24 hours late = 50 % automatic grade deduction 
• > 24 hours late = automatic zero 

 
Extra Credit 
I do not guarantee extra credit opportunities, but typically offer extra points on a couple occasions during 
the quarter. Students should not request extra credit, as the decision to offer extra credit is not based on 
individual circumstances.  
 
Grading Policy 
The assignment and point breakdown, and grading scale are below. Please note that grades are not 
rounded up (e.g. 89.994 is a B).  
Item # of Points Grading Scale Letter Grade Points Value 
Management in the News 25 >=93% A >511.5 
In-class Activities 30 90-92.995% A- 495-511.5 
Chapter Reviews 30 87-89.995% B+ 478.5-494.9 
Contemporary Problem Project 150 83-86.995% B 456.5-478.4 
Quizzes 100 80-82.995% B- 440-456.4 
Midterm 105 77-79.995% C+ 423.5-439.9 
Final 110 73-76.995% C 401.5-423.4 
Total 550 70-72.995% C- 385-401.4 
  67-69.995% D+ 368.5-384.9 
  63-66.995% D 346.5-368.4 
  60-62.995% D- 330-346.4 
  <= 59.995% F <329.9 
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Students are entitled to review their assignment grades and know their overall grade at all times. All 
grades are posted on Blackboard. I do my best to keep up with grading so that students are aware of their 
course performance throughout. It students need to dispute a grade, which is perfectly appropriate, they 
should arrange to speak with me during office hours or at an agreed meeting time.  
I do not assign an “incomplete” grade except in the case of prolonged, continuous, and excused absences. 
Thus, I must know about the reason or the absence before they accumulate.  
 
Discrimination and Academic Integrity 
Everyone is expected to participate in classroom activities in a professional manner. It is the policy of the 
Central Washington University not to discriminate on the basis of gender, sexual orientation, disability, 
race, color, religion, national or ethnic origin in its educational programs. If you have a complaint, please 
inform the instructor, the Management Department Chair, the College of Business Dean, or the campus 
EEO/AA office. Honesty and integrity is expected of all students. Academic dishonesty and misconduct 
will be dealt with according to the regulations of Central Washington University. Specifically, any 
student who is cheating or any violation of the student honor code will at a minimum receive an “F” 
for the course and at a maximum will be expelled from the University and be prosecuted.  
 
ADA Considerations 
Students with disabilities who wish to set up academic adjustments in this class should give me a copy of 
their "Confirmation of Eligibility for Academic Adjustments" from the Disability Support Services Office 
at the start of the course so we can discuss how the approved adjustments will be implemented. Students 
without this form should contact the Disability Support Services Office, Bouillon 205 or 
dssrecept@cwu.edu or 963-2171. 
 
College of Business Honor Code 
As College of Business students we pledge to uphold these standards of professionalism and conduct 
ourselves in accordance with them. We will not lie, cheat, or steal, and will not tolerate those who do. Our 
behavior defines who we are and what we will become. 
 
*Note about this syllabus 
Students should not assume that all direction for this course is contained within this document. The 
schedule below is tentative and I reserve the right to alter the schedule or course material at any time. I 
always give advanced notice if any change is made.  
 
 
Course Schedule 
Theme Date Topic Readings Deliverables 
An 
Introduction 

25-Sep Introduction to Management Chapter 1  

Management 
in Context 

30-Sep Business Environment & 
Culture 

Chapter 2 
Article: Creating Shared 
Value 

 

2-Oct Ethics & Social Responsibility Chapter 4 
Article: Ethical 
Breakdowns 

-Quiz 1 
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7-Oct Global Management Chapter 3 
Article: Is the Bottom of 
the Pyramid Really for 
You? 

-MGT in the News 1 

9-Oct Individual Differences & 
Diversity 

Chapters 9 & 10 
Article: Making 
Differences Matter 

 

Planning 14-Oct Strategic Goal Setting & 
Planning 

Chapter 5 
 

-Quiz 2 
 

16-Oct No Class, No Required 
Content: Faculty Development 
Day  

  

21-Oct Decision-Making Chapter 6 
Article: Hidden Traps in 
Decision Making 

-MGT in the News 2 

23-Oct Innovation & Change Chapter 8 
Article: Meeting the 
Challenge of Disruptive 
Change 

 

 28-Oct Midterm  Midterm 
Organizing 30-Oct Org Structure 

 
Chapter 7 
 

-Quiz 3 
-Group Paper Proposal 

4-Nov Groups and Teams Chapter 14 
Article: Discipline of 
Teams 

-MGT in the News 3 

6-Nov Groups and Teams Chapter 14 
Article: Discipline of 
Teams 

 

11-Nov Human Resource Management Chapter 9 
Article: A Players or A 
Positions 

-MGT in the News 4 

13-Nov No Class, No Required 
Content: Veteran’s Day 

  

Leadership 18-Nov Leadership Chapter 11 
Article: Level 5 
Leadership 

-Quiz 4 
-MGT in the News 5 

20-Nov Motivation Chapter 12 
Article: One More Time: 
How Do You Motivate 
Employees 

 

Control 25-Nov Quality and Performance Chapter 15 
Article: Competing on 
Analytics 

-Quiz 5 
 

Final 
Material 

27-Nov No Class, No Required 
Content: Thanksgiving 
Holiday 

  

2-Dec Group Presentations  -Group Presentations 
4-Dec Final Exam  -Final Exam 

-Chapter Reviews 
9-Dec Final Paper  -Group Project Written 

Report 
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